Genotype-assisted optimum contribution selection to maximize selection response over a specified time period.
Genotype-assisted selection (GAS), i.e. selection for an identified quantitative trait locus (QTL) and polygenic background genes, has been shown to increase short-term genetic gain but may reduce long-term genetic gains. In order to avoid this reduction of long-term gain, multi-generation optimization of truncation selection schemes is needed. This paper presents a multi-generation optimization of optimum contribution (OC) selection with selection on an identified QTL. This genotype-assisted optimum contribution (GAOC) selection method assumes that the optimum selection differential at the QTL is constant over the time horizon, and achieves this by controlling the increase of the frequency of the positive QTL allele. Implementation was straightforward by an additional linear restriction in the OC algorithm. GAOC achieved 35.2%, 2.3% and 1.1%, respectively, more cumulative genetic gain than OC selection (ignoring the QTL) using time horizons of 5, 10 and 15 generations. When one-generation optimization of GAS was used instead of multi-generation optimization, these figures were 2.8%, 3.1% and 3.2%, respectively. Simulated annealing was used to optimize the increases of the frequency of the positive QTL allele in order to test the optimality of GAOC. This latter resulted in genetic gains that were always within 0.4% of those of GAOC. In practice, short-term genetic gains are also important, which makes one-generation optimization of genetic gain closer to optimal.